● **Jointer**

● **Knowledge Check**

● Point out the following tool features

- ☐ On/Off Switch
- ☐ Infeed Table
- ☐ Outfeed Table
- ☐ Fence
- ☐ Fence Tilt Lock
- ☐ Infeed Table Adjustment
- ☐ Outfeed Table Adjustment
- ☐ Fence Lock
- ☐ Safety Signage for Door
- ☐ Blade
- ☐ Infeed Table Lock
- ☐ Outfeed Table Lock
- ☐ Fence Tilt Adjustment
- ☐ Blade Guard

● **Personal Protective Equipment**

- ☐ Knows whether work gloves can be worn while using a jointer

● **Safe Operation**

- ☐ Demonstrates proper push through method (ie: when to push through by hand or with a push stick)
- ☐ Demonstrates proper pre-cut safety and operation checks
- ☐ Demonstrates safe cutting procedures on a 90 degree cut
- ☐ Demonstrates safe adjustment of the tool, and re-cut
- ☐ Can state 3 requirements of the wood that is cut on jointers

● **Default Configuration**

- ☐ Instructor shows
- ☐ Help... what is the preferred default configuration of the jointer? What protective covers are required?
  How is the guard left.

- ☐ Putting the jointer back in place
- ☐ Protective covers back in place
- ☐ Signage back in storage/place